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â€œLaw school applicants should consider this a guide to producing a competitive, superior essay. .

. . These successful examples speak louder than any written how-to instructions could.â€• â€“The

Book WatchEach year, thousands of people apply to the most prestigious law schools across the

country, competing for an ever-smaller number of spaces. But each applicant gets one chance to

distinguish himself or herself from the pack: the law school application essay. In the essay, you can

spotlight the qualities you possess that transcripts and LSAT scores cannot reveal.Essays That

Worked for Law Schools shows that winning essays come in a variety of styles and voices. One

student writes about running a day-care center. Another tells a harrowing story about driving a cab

in New York City. And a third gives an incredibly convincing argument for why the world needs one

more good lawyer. From the thousands submitted each year, the essays in this book were

considered some of the best by admissions officers at the nationâ€™s top law schools.If youâ€™re

facing essay anxiety, this book will educate and inspire youâ€“and most important of all, help you

write an essay that will give you the best chance of getting into the law school of your choice.
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The book has its helpful points, but the overwhelming majority of the essays in this book are boring

and don't stand out in too many ways, in my opinion. I'm having a hard time seeing why the various

admissions officers chose to submit the essays in this book--probably because most applicants

write boring essays, as even the admissions officers in this book will tell you. I also guess it's



because the title of the book is "Essays That Worked," not "Essays That Are Impressive." And I'll

bet the essays mainly "worked" because everything else in their admissions files was stellar and

they were written in a decent fashion.One of the essays I remember particularly well basically read

like a laundry list of things that can easily be found ELSEWHERE in his application, which I

specifically remember reading in just about every other book/advice about law school essays NOT

to do. There don't seem to be many truly revealing essays (interesting life events), essays that grab

at you or cultural essays--all of which, in my opinion, are the absolute best ones. The essays do tell

you something about each person's character and most are well-written, which probably contributes

to why they worked, but the way in which most of the authors acheived their ends is not exemplary.

Their methods are plain, as if they are too scared to really open themselves up or talk about

something very personal. I believe you can write much better essays than these.Perhaps the most

exemplary and interesting essay in terms of writing style, topic and revelations about the author is

the last one in the "Essays About Character" section where a young woman wrote about, what I will

call, her conflicts with her mother.
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